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１．Introduction
 

In light of the world economic integration,this paper seeks to examine the motives,the
 

determinants and the major obstacles related to foreign direct investment in the Tunisian
 

manufacturing sector. The empirical research is based upon the answers to a questionnaire
 

completed in 2000 and 2001 by Italian and French firms operating in Tunisia. The choice
 

of Italian and French firms is related to the fact that companies from these two countries
 

are fairly representative of firms with foreign participation in Tunisian manufacturing

(36% for France and 21% for Italy). Besides,the choice of these two types of firms would
 

allow us to add the comparative aspect by finding out if the motives and determinants for
 

FDI were similar or not for enterprises from Italy and France.

1 1 Framework
 

The available field work related to Tunisian FDI is so far lacking. In general terms,

it is either of descriptive nature or related to localization macroeconomic variables. The
 

present study examines additional economic reasons and determinants for FDI in Tunisia.

In effect,the eclectic paradigm of Dunning is used as the main analytical framework
 

to this study. The eclectic paradigm seeks to shed light on three important questions
 

pertaining to the activities of French and Italian firms operating in Tunisia. In effect,it
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The eclectic paradigm of Dunning stands at the intersection between the macroeconomic theory of
 

international trade and the microeconomic theory of the firm. It suggests that the structure of
 

markets,transaction costs and the managerial strategy of firms are all important determinants of
 

international economic activity. The firm is no longer a black box since firms differ in their
 

organizational systems,innovatory abilities and in their appraisal of commercial benefits and risks.
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seeks to provide a systematic and comprehensive framework for explaining : Why
 

multinational enterprises MNEs ,with headquarters in France and Italy have some form
 

of involvement in Tunisia ? What are the kinds of competitive advantages they possess
 

over Tunisian firms? And how do they find it economic to internalize the markets of these
 

assets with complementary factor endowments in the Tunisian location? It argues that the
 

choice of whether an ownership advantage O is exploited by the firm possessing it,or
 

shared with or leased to other firms, determines the form of involvement. Our study
 

identifies several potential competitive advantages of Italian and French firms in their
 

business activities. The location specific advantages L hypothesized by the eclectic
 

paradigm are those which reflect the attractions offered by Tunisia as a site for MNE
 

activity. The final set of advantages-the internalization advantages- I  addresses the
 

issue of the form or modality of overseas involvement. The paradigm suggests that
 

internalization and ownership advantages of firms are closely interactive.

In the first stage of our field research,we identified some Italian and French firms that
 

operate in the Cap Bon region in Tunisia. The choice of this location was related to
 

practical reasons easier contact . A six-page questionnaire was then presented to the
 

persons in charge of the companies. Responses used in our study were received from 18
 

Italian firms and 14 French firms.

In completing the questionnaire,executives were asked to rank,on a sale of 1 to 5,their
 

perceptions of the significance of a group of ownership, location, and internalization
 

variables identified 5 representing the most important and 1 the least important . We
 

choose 2.5 highest number in the scale divided by 2 to be the mid-point of the scale even
 

though 3 could be the real mid-point and the mean. This is to improve the distribution of
 

answers executive’s bias . In addition to those listed in the questionnaire,executives were
 

asked to identify the major impediments to FDI in Tunisia. The perceived ranking for each
 

of the variables was then averaged and compared. As the following sections will describe,

the tables reveal some interesting findings.

1．2 Methodology
 

The method we employ, to test whether an observed difference between two sample
 

means can be attributed to a chance or not,is based on the following theory: If m and
 

m are the means of two small independent random samples of size n and n ,the sampling
 

distribution of the static n－n can be approximated closely with a normal curve having
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the meanμ－μ and the standard deviation  s
n
＋s
n
.

Whereμ,μ,s and s are the means and the standard deviations of the two populations
 

from which the two samples came.

By independent samples,we mean that the selection of one sample is in no way affected
 

by the selection of the other. In most practical situations s and s are unknown,but if we
 

limit ourselves to small samples n＜30 or n＜30 , we can use the sample standard
 

deviations s and s as estimates s and s ,and base the test of the null hypothesisμ－μ2＝0
 

on the statistic:

t＝
m－m

n －1 s ＋ n －1 s
n ＋n －2

1
 
n
＋ 1
 
n

; Whose sampling distribution is the t distribution with n＋n－2 degrees of freedom.

1．3 Contextual Variables
 

1．3．1 Type of FDI
 

41% of the questioned firms belonged to the on-shore sector,and 59% to the off-shore
 

sector. Separately,28% of Italian enterprises and 57% of French enterprises were in the
 

on-shore sector respectively against 72% and 43% in the off-shore sector . In the present
 

study,we will not look at how this contextual variable may influence the motives and
 

determinants of FDI in Tunisia.

1．3．2 Size of the firm
 

All chosen firms belonged to the category of small and medium enterprises SMEs ;

number of employees less than 100 . In this study,we were not searching to study the
 

impact of the relation between the size of the firm small enterprises and medium enter-

prises and the determinants of FDI.

1．3．3 Industry Type
 

Again,all surveyed firms were in the same industrial category,namely manufacturing.

Because of the sample’s size and the distribution of the studied enterprises among different
 

manufacturing sub-sectors, it is difficult to know how this contextual variable could
 

influence the eclectic paradigm.
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1．3．4 Country of Origin
 

This is the contextual variable that we were seeking to study. We were interested to
 

find out if the motives and determinants for FDI were similar or not for enterprises from
 

Italy and France.

２．The Sample Firms : Characteristics
 

Analysis of companies benefiting from foreign partnerships shows that France remains
 

the predominant partner with 36% in terms of number of companies with foreign participa-

tion 531 companies in 1999 ,and next comes Italy with 21% 302 companies in 1999 . We
 

were targeting to get responses from about 50 enterprises. But despite direct visits and
 

successive mailings,the total survey participation remained relatively lower. Some of the
 

questionnaires were not included in our analysis. We excluded those questionnaires that
 

were less than satisfactory. Our final sample of analyzed firms contained 14 French firms
 

and 18 Italian firms.

2．1 Industry of Firms
 

The main sectors of activities of the surveyed companies were textiles and clothing
 

34% ,followed by the electrical sector 21% ,Chemicals 15% ,Agro-industries 12% ,

Mechanical 6% ,and the remaining in construction and other industries. Separately,for
 

French firms,29% in textiles and clothing,21% respectively in chemicals and mechanical,

15% in agro-industries,7% in electrical and other industries ; For Italian firms,38% in
 

textiles and clothing,33% in the electrical sector,12% respectively in agro-industries and
 

chemicals,and 5% in other industries.

2．2 Age of Firms
 

The surveyed firms have been involved in FDI in Tunisia for 7.1 years in average.

Separately,the Italian firms have been involved for 5.7 years in average; and the French
 

firms a little bit longer,for about 8.5 years in average.
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2．3 Size of Firms
 

The approximate size of original and current FDI in Tunisia was up to US $1 million
 

for the overwhelming majority of the firms only three firms,two Italian and one French,

had an investment from 1 to 10$million . The average number of employees in French
 

firms was 28 and in Italian firms 40.7.

2．4 Degree of Multinationality
 

Most surveyed firms did not clearly specify the number of countries in which they have
 

FDI outside Tunisia. Therefore,we were not able to detect which group of firms is more
 

global. However,for the approximate size of their Tunisian FDI as a percentage of their
 

global investment,it remains expectantly low for most firms,but between the range of less
 

than 1% and 30% for the French and less than 1% and 20% for the Italian.

３．The Motives for Investing
 

The types of foreign value-added activities undertaken by MNEs may be very different-

ly motivated. Because of this,it is difficult to be exhaustive in reviewing all the motives
 

behind the enterprises we surveyed. In the next sections, we will be looking at some
 

financial and strategic motives behind the French and Italian firms operating in Tunisia.

3．1 Gains from Tunisian Investment
 

As far as the degree of profitability is concerned,the Italian and French firms combined
 

perceive Tunisia as being above average 3.18 which does not necessarily make the
 

profitability a strong motive for FDI in this country. The two groups of firms are not
 

significantly different in terms of their profitability in Tunisia.

Table 1 Profitability in Home and Host Countries
 

French
 

m1  s1
 

Italian
 

m2  s2
 

All
 

m  s
 

t-Test
 

Ho:μ1－μ2＝0
 

Tunisia  3.35 0.49  3.05 0.61 3.18 0.53  1.62
 

Home country 4.42 0.85 4.11  0.9  4.24 0.92  0.99
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Given the responses,we believe that the way profitability is measured reflected compar-

ative figures. The French firms perceive their profitability in Tunisia to be above average
 

3.35 ,which conforms to the traditional colonial approach of their multinational activity;

and the Italian firms perceive themselves as less profitable 3.05 . This conforms to their
 

global multinational activity approach in North Africa where the foreign market is
 

perceived as being an extension or part of their global market. It is also noteworthy that
 

French and Italian companies perceive Tunisia as being less profitable than their home
 

countries,which indicates that short-run profitability-at least-is not a strong motive for
 

their Tunisian FDI. This result can be related to the difference in the size of the companies
 

and of the market in host and home countries.

Looking at the degree of importance in decision-making in Italian and French enter-

prises,gains from Tunisian FDI are weighted differently. Italian firms are clearly con-

cerned with their earnings before and after taxes 3.66 and 3.88 ,and they do not take into
 

consideration other contributions of affiliate to parent company 1.16 . French enterprises
 

have a different approach. They are concerned with their earnings before taxes 3.28 ,

and to a lesser extent after foreign and domestic taxes 3.07 . French companies have
 

been involved earlier and they know better how to take advantage of the system taxation
 

for instance . This is probably why French firms are above average in terms of“other
 

contributions of affiliates to parent company”. Italian enterprises are rigid when it comes
 

to certain adjustments in business activities. For the Italian firms,contributions other than
 

financial do not weigh heavily which could be explained by the fact they do not have
 

flexibility in operating outside their own defined business framework. The strong rejection
 

of the null hypothesis t＝5.22 is a direct consequence of this difference in behavior.

Table 2 Gains from Tunisian Investments
 

French
 

m1  s1
 

Italian
 

m2  s2
 

All
 

m  s
 

t-Test
 

Ho:μ1－μ2＝0
 

1．Earnings before foreign
 

taxes  3.28 0.47 3.66 0.76 3.49  0.62 －1.63
 

2．Earnings after taxes  3.07 0.91 3.88 0.75 3.52 0.91 －2.74
 

3．Other  contributions
(other than financial;e.
g. access to raw mate

 
rials..)

2.57 0.93 1.16 0.59  1.77 0.97 5.22
-
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3．2 Strategic Motives for FDI
 

In terms of strategic motives for FDI,there were significant differences between French
 

and Italian enterprises in terms of“Increase in global sales and market share” t＝7.53 .

This is due to the fact that questioned Italian enterprises and Italian enterprises in
 

general are more export-oriented ; they are indeed mostly operating in the off-shore
 

sector.

There were also significant differences between French and Italian MNE’s tendency to
 

follow customers in the Tunisian market t＝6.22 . Because of the historical and eco-

nomic ties between France and Tunisia and the large number of Tunisians living and
 

visiting France-and vice versa-,the French enterprises can easily be aware of the potential
 

markets in Tunisia. It is not necessarily the case with Italian firms whose approach is
 

more rational.

Another difference between Italian and French enterprises is the degree of market share
 

protection t＝－4.45 . By market share protection,we are referring to the fact that in
 

some industries, Tunisia is still using some forms of regulations that helps the foreign

 

Table 3 Strategic Motives
 

French
 

m1  s1
 

Italian
 

m2  s2
 

All
 

m  s
 

t-Test
 

Ho:μ1－μ2＝0
 

1．Protection of market
 

share of investing com
 

pany vis-a-vis competi
 

tors
 

2.71 0.72 3.89  0.75 3.37 0.94 －4.45
-
-

2．Increase in global sales
 

and market share  3.85 0.36 2.72 0.46 3.21 0.70 7.53

3．Decreasing risk through
 

geographic diversifica
 

tion
 

2.42 0.85 2.44 0.51 2.43 0.66 －0.08-

4．To acquire key re
 

sources/assets  2.28 1.11 1.38 0.50 1.77 0.83  3.07
-

5．Gains from economies of
 

scale and scope  2.5 0.94 2.66 0.48 2.59  0.71 －0.62
 

6．Following customers into
 

Tunisia  2.64 0.84 1.22 0.42 1.84 0.82 6.22

7．Overcoming tariff or non-
tariff barriers imposed by

 
host countries

 
2.85 1.05 2.55 0.37 2.68 0.79  1.12

 

8．To provide supplies of
 

raw materials  1.92 0.91 1.27 0.46 1.55 0.76  2.62
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investors in keeping their competition in this industry. Besides,this competition is already
 

below the levels of home countries. Italian firms strongly value this protection 3.89 ,and
 

so do the French firms but at a lower level 2.71 . Italian firms require higher level of
 

protectionism to minimize their risk.

For the rest of the strategic motives we have chosen,we did not obtain any significant
 

differences between Italian and French firms. However,for these motives,they were all
 

either above or below the 2.5 point. Both,Italian and French MNEs put little weight to
 

the following motives when elaborating their strategies : “Decreasing risk through
 

geographical diversification”,“To acquire key resources/assets”,and“To provide supplies
 

of raw materials”. However,they give more importance to motives such as“Gains from
 

economies of scale and scope”and“Overcoming tariff and non-tariff barriers imposed by
 

host countries”.

４．Determinants of FDI in Tunisia
 

We are using the eclectic paradigm of Dunning as a basic framework to this study which
 

seeks to shed light on Italian and French MNE activities in Tunisia. The eclectic paradigm
 

seeks to provide a systematic framework for explaining why MNEs,with headquarters in
 

Italy and France,have some form of involvement in Tunisia ; what competitive advan-

tages that possess over Tunisian firms and how do they find it economic to internalize the
 

markets of these assets with complementary factor endowments in the Tunisian location.

4．1 Ownership Specific Advantages
 

Applying the eclectic paradigm,our study identified several ownership factors,which
 

seek to capture the main competitive advantages of French and Italian enterprises in
 

seeking to serve customers in Tunisia.
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In terms of ownership specific advantages,there were significant differences between
 

Italian and French knowledge of local tastes and requirements of business in Tunisia. This
 

result was somehow predictable since Tunisia was a French colony and hence French
 

enterprises have higher in-depth knowledge of the Tunisian market. For the other
 

ownership specific advantages, there were no significant differences between the two
 

groups of firms. However,we could still look at what are the most important ownership
 

advantages for those companies. For the Italian firms“International experience”ranked
 

number one 4.11 ,followed by“Trade marks& brand image” 4.05 and“Technological
 

advantages” 3.94 , and the last being “Knowledge of local tastes and requirements of
 

business in Tunisia” 2.72 . For the French companies, we have a slightly different
 

picture. They ranked“Technological advantages”first 4.21 ; the second highest ranked
 

Ownership advantage listed by the French firms is “Organizational capabilities” 4.14 ,

and the third are“Investment in training”and“International experience” 4.07 .

4．2 Location Specific Advantages
 

The location specific advantages hypothesized by the eclectic paradigm are those which
 

reflect the attractions offered by Tunisia as a site for MNE activity.

Table 4 Firm Competitive Advantages in Tunisia
 

French
 

m1  s1
 

Italian
 

m2  s2
 

All
 

m  s
 

t-Test
 

Ho:μ1－μ2＝0
 

1．Size and scope of firm  3.85 0.53 3.61 0.70 3.71 0.63  1.06
 

2．International experience  4.07 0.47 4.11 0.76 4.09  0.68 －0.17
 

3．Trade marks & brand
 

image  3.92 0.45 4.05 0.87 3.99  0.71 －0.50
 

4．Investment in training  4.07 0.73 3.72 0.67 3.87 0.75  1.20
 

5．Technological  advan
 

tages (e. g. unique prod
 

uct or process)
4.21 0.61 3.94 0.80 4.05 0.67  1.04

-
-

6．Knowledge of local tastes
 

and requirements of busi
 

ness in Tunisia
 

3.42 0.59  2.11 0.59  2.68 0.95 6.15-

7．Economies of scale in
 

production or marketing  
2.42 0.94 3.11 0.94  2.8 0.97 －2.06

 
8．Organizational  capabil

 
ities  4.14 0.85 3.83 0.79  3.96 0.82  1.07

-

9．Entrepreneurial culture  3.5 0.65 3.66 0.77 3.59  0.71 －0.64
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Italian firms perceive the geographical position of Tunisia and low taxation as determi-

nants for the FDI activities more than do French firms respectively t＝－3.36 and
 

t＝－3.47 . On one hand,this can be related to the fact that Italy is geographically closer
 

to Tunisia,which generates lower transportation costs. As for taxation,on the other hand,

the result may reflect the high corporate taxation in Italy Among the highest in the
 

world .

For all the mentioned determinants in the questionnaire,both groups scored highly,at
 

the right side of the scale 2.5 to 5 . Looking at the way these determinants ranked by
 

each group of firms,we have two different profiles. For the Italian corporations, the
 

ranking was as follows : First “Low taxation”, second “Low cost of labor”and third

“Geographical position of Tunisia”. For the French corporations the ranking was as
 

follows:First“Low cost of labor”,second“General social,political and economic stability
 

in Tunisia”and the third“Low real cost of labor”.

4．3 Internalization Specific Advantages
 

The final set of advantages,the internalization advantages,addresses the issue of the
 

form or modality of overseas involvement. We did not test empirically any specific
 

variable,but it is rather interesting to note that the majority of intelligible answers came
 

from Italian enterprises. The strongest arguments were made for the 100% ownership to
 

better control their products,to have a development plan along the parent company criteria

 

Table 5 Tunisian Locational Advantages
 

French
 

m1  s1
 

Italian
 

m2  s2
 

All
 

m  s
 

t-Test
 

Ho:μ1－μ2＝0
 

1．Relatively low taxation  3.85 0.66 4.55 0.51 4.24 0.67 －3.47

2．Other government incen
 

tives for foreign invest
 

ment
 

3.92 0.62 3.72 0.75 3.8  0.69  0.83
-
-

3．General social, political
 

and economic stability in
 

Tunisia
 

4.14 0.36 3.83 0.62 3.96 0.53  1.72

 

4．Geographical position of
 

Tunisia  3.64 0.75 4.38 0.50 4.05 0.71 －3.36

5．Low cost of labor  4.35 0.49  4.44 0.85 4.40 0.71 －0.35
 

6．Low real cost of labor (i.
e.wages after productiv

 
ity has been allowed)

4.07 0.61 3.88 0.67 3.96 0.64  0.82-
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and to avoid frictions and misunderstandings with Tunisian partners related to the“differ-

ent mentalities”. Some firms have clearly stated that they prefer to avoid joint ventures
 

with local partners because they feel the absence of a well-defined and fair legal frame-

work to protect their own interests.

4．4 The Future of FDI in Tunisia : Obstacles and Challenges
 

From the comments made by the persons in charge of the surveyed enterprises,we have
 

also looked at some obstacles and challenges that were raised in answering certain
 

questions.

4．4．1 Obstacles
 

We can say that the two groups are echoing each other in their perceptions of the
 

obstacles to future FDI in Tunisia. The main obstacles are the slowness of the administra-

tion to grant permits and negotiate major issues and the lack of clear,fair and respected

“rules of the game”especially regarding legal procedures. Other issues such as the lack of
 

infrastructure and the employees’misconduct of the company’s affairs have also been
 

mentioned.

4．4．2 Challenges
 

The challenges are clear. There is a need to lower or totally remove these obstacles.

As it was stated by an owner of an Italian enterprise: “immediate action instead of lip
 

service”is needed to improve the general investment climate. A modernized government
 

system is required to implement the reforms needed to liberalize the economy privatiza-

tion,creation of capital markets,modernized regulations... . The challenge is also to make
 

effectively all these changes and be able to attract new investments in sectors of possible
 

interest and in which FDI remains still very low.

５．Conclusion : Main Findings
 

The degree of importance of the variables tested in the study corresponds in many cases
 

to the major findings in the literature of International Business and foreign direct invest-

ment notably in the developing countries. For instance,in terms of locational advantages,

the enterprises regardless of their origin and characteristics gave a lot of weight to cost
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minimizing factors either related to labor “Low cost of labor” 4.40  or to transport
 

Geographical position 4.05 . In terms of ownership specific advantages that Italian
 

and French firms possess over Tunisian firms,“International experience”and“Technologi-

cal advantages”appeared to be the main strength of the surveyed firms.

Yet,we found many statistical differences between the behavior of Italian and French
 

enterprises. These differences are related also to different contextual variables such as the
 

sector and the type of investment,the size of the firm and its degree of multinationality,

but the nationality of the firm remains influential. For example,it is clear that France has
 

a higher level of understanding of the Tunisian market. Also,the geographical position and
 

the perception of the degree of market protection and taxation advantages are different for
 

each country,and these variables generate the business behavioral differences between the
 

two groups of firms. We hope to detect more thoroughly in future studies the characteris-

tics of the management philosophy of French and Italian enterprises.
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Although the empirical evidence is mixed,most studies confirm the influence of wage and transport
 

costs in attracting FDI to developing countries. For example,in a wide ranging cross-country study
 

of 54 developing countries,Schneider and Frey(1985)found wage costs to have a significant influence
 

on the geographical distribution of MNE activity. Similarly, low transport costs have a higher
 

stimulatory effect on FDI in developing countries,since investing firms have a tendency to preserve
 

the cost savings gained through relative wage costs (Dunning,1993).
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